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As part of the 7th Grade PBL STREAM Project on Biodiversity in Ecosystems, students learned how an 

ecosystem consists of a delicate balance between abiotic and biotic factors. Changes within the environment, 

whether man driven or natural, can cause drastic changes. Some of these changes may result in animals 

adapting to the new environment causing speciation to occur. 

Students composed essays describing how a catastrophic natural disaster would affect the ecosystems.  

These detailed descriptions of the habitat before and after the natural disaster include captions with figurative 

language, painting a picture of the changing landscape. 

 

Flood 

Drought 



Ecology Today  

Project Based Learning through STREAM  

Drew Brysch  

 The dry desert provides a big home for animals. The desert is sandy and dusty. The desert 

feels hot and crunchy. It feels rocky and sandy. The hot desert suffered a massive flood and 

became a swamp land.  

 After the damp flood, a new swampland began to grow. The sand was wet and mushy. 

There is water and mud everywhere. The sky is very dark. The desert had become wet and 

muddy and had a damp, mushy ground with cloudy skies and wind.                                                          

The dusty dirty desert disappeared in dusty 
dirtiness.  

The stinky, soft swampland became a 
sewer, smelling swamp. 



Ecology Today 

Project Based Learning through STREAM 

Natalie DeGerolami  

 The sunny desert provides a 

safe home for llamas. There are rocky 

hills and high mountains. There are 

also dusty, blowing winds. The weather 

is very dry with a lot of oppressive 

heat.  The sunny desert suffered a 

massive flood and became a wet 

swamp land. The desert is as hot as an oven. 

 After the massive flood, a new 

swampland began to flow. The swamps turned 

into slump marshes. Water covered almost 

everything. All sea creatures filled the land! 

The desert had become a massive land of water 

and marshes. 

The swamp swallowed the desert. 



Ecology Today 

Project Based Learning through STREAM  

Blaise Garcia 

 

 The barren, hot desert provides a 

sandy home for many animals. The cacti are 

sharp and prickly. The touch of the dry sand 

is grainy. The wind howls at night. After a 

huge flood, the desert became a swamp. 

 

  

 After the horrible flood, a new swampland 

began to grow. The swampland was very moist. 

Water covered most of the desert. Some sea 

creatures fill the water. The desert had become a 

massive land of water and was moist. 

 

                                                                                                                             

The desert was a bazillion degrees. 

The slimy swamp was stinky.



Ecology Today 

Project Based Learning Through STREAM  

Kaelyn Garcia      

 

 The sunny, sandy desert provides a home for a fennec 

fox.There is a very bright sun, green poky cactus’, and brown 

tumble weeds rolling across the sand. There is the touch of 

hot, grainy sand. There is the sound of hissing snakes, the 

howling wind blowing, and footsteps of other animals. The 

dessert suffered a massive flood and became a gross, slimy, 

wet swampland.                                                          

  

 After the monstrous flood, a new                 

swampland begin to grow. There are dark 

clouds, dirty water, and trees starting to sprout. 

There is the touch of muddy, slimy, slippery 

mud. There is the sound of dripping water and 

crashing winds. The desert had become a 

massive land of water and marshes.

The bright sun shines on the sand hot. 

The slimy, muddy, ground sits in the wet, damp 
swampland.



Ecology Today  

Project Based Learning trough STREAM 

Tomas Garza 

  

 The desert has barren and rocky hills. A 

plethora of sharp, prickly cacti surround the dessert. 

The desert is filled with tons of dust and dirt. After 

the huge flood, the desert became a swamp.  

 

   

 After a horrible flood, a new swampland 

began to grow. The barren desert became a gross 

swamp. The slimy, fish-filled water covered 

everything. The desert had become a massive land 

of water and marshes. 

The soft sands sang in the wind. 

The moist, mushy, marshes moved with nature. 



Ecology Today 

Project Based Learning through STREAM 

Maximo Gomez 

 The new swamp provides a wet home for all 

animals. The swamp swallowed small animals. The 

swamp was as cool and as wet as the ocean. The swamp 

was as cold as the arctic. The swamp water whispered. 

The swamp was ice. The swamp was the new 

ecosystem.

 The desert provides a hot home for animals. The dry desert 

demolished dandelions. The desert is as hot as the sun. The desert 

was a million degrees Fahrenheit. The deserts wind sang. The 

desert was fire. After the massive flood, the desert became a 

swamp.

This is what the bold, barren, bright desert looks like.

This is what a muddy, moldy, mild, mossy, and wet 
swamp looks like.



Ecology Today  

Project Based Learning through STREAM 

Alvaro Gonzalez  

 

 The hot and dry desert provides a 

home for many animals. From far away, a 

person can see mountains of sand. The 

desert feels extremely dry. The dusty 

mountains blow dust because of the wind. 

The awesome desert suffered a massive 

flood and became a gross swamp land. 

 After the horrible flood, a new 

swampland began to grow. The water was 

filled with fish big and small, and a lot of 

other sea creatures. The muddy swampland 

was so muddy, a person could slip, fall, and 

go under water. The salty water hurt inner 

body ligaments with elements in the water. 

The desert had become a massive land of 

water and marshes.

The dry desert is dreadfully drawn.

The swamp smells taste sour.



Ecology Today 

Project Based Learning through STREAM 

Sam Greco 

 The hot, sandy desert provides a home for camels. 

The desert looks dry, dusty, and sandy. The desert smells 

like nothingness. The desert feels dry and grainy. The 

sandy, dry desert was a home, but a big flood turned it 

into a fishy swamp.

 After a dank flood, the desert habitat 

changed into a dank swamp. The swamp feels dank 

and wet. The swamp smells fishy and muddy. The 

swamp looks vegetated. The desert had became a 

massive land of water and mud.

The dry, dusty, dead desert has dunes.

The super, slick, slippery swamp sleeps.



Ecology Today 

Project Based Learning through STREAM 

Julian Karreman  

 The desert was dry and hot as an oven. 

Everything looked beige and brown, including 

the sand and rocks. Heat torched the skin. The 

desert sand was crunchy and hard. Everything 

changed when the flood came.  

  

       

 The wet muddy swamp was humid 

with slithering alligators. The trees hung 

over the muddy swamp. The air felt muggy 

and damp. The smell of rain was 

overpowering. One major climate disaster 

can change the whole ecosystem. 

     

The hot and barren desert was an oven.

The swamp is humid and muggy like a sauna.



Ecology Today 

Project Based Learning through STREAM 

Prince Madrigal  

 The big desert is a beautiful place 

with sand and cacti. It provides a big home 

for animals. The desert has a big sun beaming 

down with the dusty sand. The dry sand on 

the ground crunches with each step. The 

sound of the howling wolves sings. The 

beautiful desert suffered a massive flood and 

became a dank swamp land. 

  After the horrible flood, a new 

swampland began to grow. In the swamp, 

there's big trees covering the clouds in the sky. 

The swamp feels mushy and slimy with 

slippery fish. In the swamp, the waves crash 

into the shore with the sound of the waterfalls 

in the background. The desert became a 

massive land of water and marshes.

The desert is drier than my mouth.

The swamp is smellier than a dumpster.



Ecology Today 

Project Based Learning through STREAM 

Isaias Martinez  

  The hot and windy desert provides a good home for Gila monsters. At night the wind 

howls. All the animals thirst for water. The sharp and pointy cacti fill the sand dunes. Then there 

was a flood that turned the desert into nothing but wet sand. 

 The moist and wet swampland changes into a new home for animals. The scaly reptiles 

lerk in the water searching for food. The water fills up the land to make it a moist and wet 

swampland. All the animals live under water trying to hide from other predators. All animals try 

to survive and adapt to their new environment.  

The scaley slithering snake 
sits on the sunny sand.

The killer crocodile creates chaos.



Ecology Today 

Project Based Learning through STREAM 

David Medina 

 The hot and sandy desert provides a home 

for many rattle snakes. The rattle snakes slither 

on the sandy and rocky desert. The sand is dry, 

dusty, and very rough. It smells fresh, dusty, and 

like a bit of gravel. The sandy desert suffered a 

massive flood and became a swampland. 

 

  After a huge wet flood, a new 

swampland began to grow. The clouds 

started getting darker, and the swamp started 

dripping water and mud. The grass is wet, 

mushy, and slippery. It smells like mildew, 

mold, and sulfur. The desert has become a 

massive land of water and marshes.
The slippery, squishy, swamp was slimey.

The dusty, divot desert died.



Ecology Today  

Project Based Learning through STREAM  

Aidan Olguin  

 

 The dry desert provides a good home 

for roadrunners. The desert is a hot, sandy 

home for snakes. The sound of the wolves 

howl and the winds whoosh. The taste of dust 

and salt gets in the mouth. The dark clouds 

filled the sky and rain soaked into the sand 

turning the desert into a swamp.   

 

 After the horrific flood, a new swampland 

began to grow. The water drips from the leaves. 

The smell of decaying plants fill the nose. The wet 

mushy swamp is here. The desert had become a 

massive land of water and mushy mud.  

The swamp is wetter than the ocean.

The desert is 1 million degrees.



Ecology Today 

Project Based Learning through STREAM  

Daniel Peña  

 The hot and rocky desert provides a home for a coyote. The beautiful sight of cactus and 

sand is magnificent. The smell of the fresh air is relaxing and comforting. The best part is the 

resounding sound of animals and life in the night. Sadly, this habitat went from a beautiful home 

to many creatures to a moist swampland. 

 After a terrible flood, the desert became a swampland. The sight of the dark clouds made 

the land seem sad. The feeling of wet and mushy sand under people’s toes was aggravating. The 

sound was no longer relaxing and graceful but loud and annoying. The beautiful desert sadly 

became a prison of water. 

The swamp is a lifeless prison.The dusty, dirty desert disappeared in the distance.



Ecology Today 

Project Based Learning through STREAM 

Emma Ramon 

 

 The sunny desert provides a home for an 

African Wild Dog. The desert is very sandy and 

sunny with a lot of dunes.  It is very dry, hot, and 

windy.  The desert is very crunchy and salty. The 

desert suffered a horrific flood and became a wet 

swamp. 

 

  After the tremendous flood, a new 

swampland began to grow.  The swamp was starting 

to grow trees and moss and became very dark. The 

swamp was very wet, slippery, and mushy.  It 

sounded of trickling and dripping waterfalls. The 

desert had become a land of water and swamps.

The dry desert dances in the wind.

The slippery swamp swam through the trees.



Ecology Today 

Project Based Learning through STREAM 

Arturo Reyes 

  

 The sunny desert provides a dry home for animals. The prickly cacti can be seen in the 

distance. The feel of hot and grainy sand is on the ground. The outdoor desert air smells fresh. 

Then, the great desert suffered a massive flood and became a moist swampland. 

  After the great flood, a new swampland began to grow. The smelly green water is 

everywhere. The slimy rocks in the ground can be felt. The new air smells moist. The beautiful 

desert became a massive land of water and marshes. 

Shrek’s swamp smells super soaked.The desert is a yellow sea.

Before After



Ecology Today 
Project Based Learning through STREAM 

Kameryn Valerio 

 The moist, grassy swamp provides a 

home for many animals. There is water and 

grassy areas everywhere people look. The 

swamp feels mushy, slippery, and slimy. People 

hear the sound of pitter-patter and trickling 

water. The pleasant swamp suffered a terrible, 

long lasting drought and became a unpleasant 

dry land. 

  

     After a massive natural disaster, a 

desert began to uprise. The hot sun beams on 

the dry ground. There is dryness in the air. 

The sound of whistling wind blows through 

the land. The most beautiful swamp land had 

become a massive land of warmth and 

dryness.

The squishy, soft, salty swamp stays soaked.

The dusty, dry desert is in drought.



Ecology Today 

Project Based Learning through STREAM 

By Eugenio Villagomez 

 

 The sandy desert provides a dry 

home for animals. The dry, rough, sand 

crunches when they crawl and walk. The 

gritty, crunchy, and salty sand provides a 

home for many creatures. The hissing and 

the howling of the animals sound in the 

night. The beautiful desert became a 

horrible swamp after a huge rainstorm. 

 

 After the mushy flood, a new 

swampland began to grow. The swamps 

became slimy marshes. Water covered 

everything. Fish filled the waters. The 

desert had become a massive land of 

water and marshes. 

The desert is fire.

The swamp is moist.


